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Figure 1.

RETAIL SALES EX AUTOS, GASOLINE & BUILDING MATERIALS
(billion dollars, nsa)

Values shown are prior years’ month comparable to latest year’s month Aug. 2019

2018 (292.9)
2017 (278.3)
2016 (265.4)
2015 (254.2)
2014 (245.8)

Source: US Department of Energy and Haver Analytics.

Figure 2.

RETAIL SALES: GAFO*
(billion dollars, nsa)

Values shown are prior years’ month comparable to latest year’s month Jul. 2019

2018 (106.6)
2017 (105.5)
2016 (102.0)
2015 (102.4)
2014 (102.2)

* GAFO includes retailers which specialize in department store types of merchandise and is comprised of furniture & home furnishings, electronics & appliances, clothing & accessories, sporting goods, hobby, book, and music, general merchandise, office supply, stationery, and gift stores.

Source: Census Bureau & Haver Analytics.
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Figure 3.

RETAIL SALES: FURNITURE & HOME FURNISHINGS
(billion dollars, nsa)

Values shown are prior years’ month comparable to latest year’s month Aug. 2019

Source: US Department of Energy and Haver Analytics.

Figure 4.

RETAIL SALES: ELECTRONICS & APPLIANCE STORES
(billion dollars, nsa)

Values shown are prior years’ month comparable to latest year’s month Aug. 2019

Source: US Department of Energy and Haver Analytics.
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Figure 5.
RETAIL SALES: HEALTH & PERSONAL CARE
(billion dollars, nsa)

Values shown are prior years’ month
comparable to latest year’s month Aug. 2019

Source: US Department of Energy and Haver Analytics.

Figure 6.
RETAIL SALES: CLOTHING & ACCESSORY STORES
(billion dollars, nsa)

Values shown are prior years’ month
comparable to latest year’s month Aug. 2019

Source: Census Bureau & Haver Analytics.
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Figure 7.

RETAIL SALES: SPORTING GOODS, HOBBY, BOOK, & MUSIC (billion dollars, nsa)

Values shown are prior years’ month comparable to latest year’s month Aug. 2019

Source: US Department of Energy and Haver Analytics.

Figure 8.

RETAIL SALES: GENERAL MERCHANDISE STORES (billion dollars, nsa)

Values shown are prior years’ month comparable to latest year’s month Aug. 2019

Source: US Department of Energy and Haver Analytics.
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Figure 9.

RETAIL SALES: NONSTORE RETAILERS
(billion dollars, nsa)

Values shown are prior years’ month comparable to latest year’s month Aug. 2019

Source: US Department of Energy and Haver Analytics.

Figure 10.

RETAIL SALES: FOOD SERVICES & DRINKING
(billion dollars, nsa)

Values shown are prior years’ month comparable to latest year’s month Aug. 2019

Source: US Department of Energy and Haver Analytics.